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Your knowledge organisers will help you to learn a wide range of knowledge 

and become more independent when doing this. This will help you to feel more 

confident when you have an exam and support you in better exam preparation.

To learn information and store it in your long term memory you need to follow 

the Marriotts Steps to Success:

1. Understand the content and how it links to the bigger picture.

2. Condense and simplify the information.

3. Memorise the information.

4. Test your recall of the information.

5. Regularly review what you have learned and relearn anything that you 

have forgotten. 

https://teachlikeachampion.com/blog/using-now-retrieval-practice-update-alex-laney/ It is important to regularly review topics that you 

have learned in the past – this will really help your 

retention of the information. 

Different techniques work for different people. Try out 

some suggestions in this booklet to see which suit your 

learning style. Looking at notes or just reading 

information is not enough. Learning and revising are 

active processes which should involve engaging with 

your course material.

https://teachlikeachampion.com/blog/using-now-retrieval-practice-update-alex-laney/


Flash cards
Make some revision cards for the topic. 
Each card should contain a short summary of some key 
information – diagrams can also be included.

Condense it
Simplify the information that you have to learn.

Q&A cards
Make some question and answer revision cards for the topic. 
Each card should contain a short summary of some key information – diagrams can also be 
included.

Mind maps
Start with a central main idea and then each branch relates to one section of the main idea.
Mind maps show connections between the different aspects of a topic. Use colours and images 
to help make the information more memorable. 

Be creative!
Select some information from your KO.
Decide on a way that will help you to remember it, you could:
• Make a timeline of key events / dates.
• Create a comic strip to summarise the information.
• Write a mnemonic, poem or song.
• Create a memory palace (turn individual bits of information into vivid mental images and 

then connect the images in a story that unfolds throughout a location you know well).



Layering 
1. Learn the easiest and simplest facts or ideas about a topic. 
2. Gradually add more complex information, layer upon layer. 

Layering means that, if you get nervous in your exam, you should still remember the 
foundation layer. The recall of this foundation knowledge will act as a trigger for you to 
recall information from the higher layers. 

Memorise it
Experiment with different ways of memorising the
information you need to learn. Find the way that works best for you.



Self test by…
Read cover write check

Learn key information by reading a small section, covering it up, and then writing down as 
much as you can remember. Check to see how much you got right. 
Correct any errors in a different colour pen, then repeat the process.

Test it
How well can you remember the information you have learned?

Use your question and answer flashcards (a question on one side, and an answer on the other, 

or key terminology on one side, and definitions on the other) to test yourself several times a 

week.

If you get the card wrong use a technique like read cover write to relearn the information and 

then test yourself again.

Q&A card quizzing

Using past exam papers / online quizzes
Use past exam papers Practise planning answers to exam questions. Making a plan will test your 
ability to remember concepts and connections. Jot down which areas of a topic you would draw 
on to answer a specific question; which approaches or research studies. Then test yourself on 
key facts or dates you would need for your answer. 
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1. What is a Narrative?

A narrative is, quite simply, 
a story. It is the retelling 
of something that happened 
(or is still happening), a chain of 
events that you become part of by 
listening to it, watching it or reading 
it.

2. What is Narrator?

A narrator is the person from whose 
perspective a story is told. The 
narrator narrates the text.

A narrator only exists in fictional 
texts or in a narrative poem. A 
narrator may be a character in the 
text; however, the narrator does not 
have to be a character in the text.

The point of a narrator is to narrate a 
story, i.e., to tell the story. What the 
narrator can and cannot see 
determines the perspective of the 
text and also determines how much 
the reader knows.

English, Y7: Term 
1.1

3. Telling Stories

As long as human languages have existed, 
people have been telling stories. In the past 
and particularly in ancient times and cultures, 
not everyone could read or write. Our 
ancestors would gather together as 
communities, sit around the evening fires and 
listen to stories being told. 

Stories would be told through narrative or 
even song. Doing so not only provided a form 
of entertainment, before the world of TV, but 
also offered possible explanations for how we 
came to walk the earth and why certain things 
happen, such as changes in weather. 

Oral storytelling allowed for a certain degree 
of flexibility: a story could be adapted based 
on the needs, interests or environment the 
story was being told in. By doing so, this could 
help to not only share experiences and inspire 
others, but also ease fears about issues or 
encourage and explain belief systems.

Some storytellers were ‘employed’ by people 
in authority. In medieval England, bards were 
professional storytellers, employed by a patron 
(such as a monarch or noble). 

4. Written Stories: a novel idea

The thing which changed storytelling for good 
was the invention of the printing press. The 
printing press is a machine that uses ink to 
transfer words and images to paper. It is used 
to print newspapers, books, pamphlets, and 
other written works. Few inventions have had 
such an impact on history as the printing 
press. The printing press allowed people to 
make books and other texts quickly, cheaply, 
and in large numbers. Although forms of 
printing were already in existence, Johannes 
Gutenberg is credited with developing a more 
efficient system by adapting the technology 
already available. Bigger and much faster 
presses were invented in the industrial 
revolution in the 19th century. 

Rather than people passing on and narrating 
stories orally, they could now be written and 
printed and kept for people to read. At first, 
collections of stories, fables and folk tales 
from the past were put together in this way.
This paved the way for 
writers to begin narrating 
stories afresh and capturing
them in print.

2021-
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5. First Person Narrative

If a story has a first person narrator, it 
means that the story is told by one 
character at a time. The character could be 
telling you about events as they happen 
and could be telling you about events that 
they are part of. One character could tell 
the story the whole way through. Or, in 
some cases, you could have different 
chapters or events being narrated by 
different characters in the first person –
this could show two or more sides to the 
story. This is called a multi-narrative. If a 
story is told in the first person, it means the 
narrator will use the first person pronoun 
‘I’ to tell their tale. 

2021-
2022 Narratives & Narrators Continued

6. Second Person Narrative

This is an unusual form of narrating where 
‘you’ are placed at the centre of the action. 
You become a character and are directly 
involved in the narrative. Some children’s 
adventure books, such as Goosebumps, use 
this format and allow you as the reader to 
make choices about where the adventure will 
go. After a couple of pages of reading, you are 
faced with a choice of where to go or what to 
do and you have to turn to the relevant page 
to see what happens next. In some ways, this 
format mirrors that of a video game. However, 
this style of narrative is nothing new and was 
being used in the 1800s by writers like Leo 
Tolstoy. 

7. Third Person Narrative

A third person narrative is a story where 
the narrator seems to be on the ‘outside’ 
looking in at their characters. They would 
describe events as though they were 
witnessing them but not involved. People 
and their actions would be described 
using third person pronouns. This is a very 
common form of narrative.

8. Unusual Narrators

As writers have begun to 
experiment more and more with 
telling stories, they have 
developed ever more imaginative 
ways of narrating stories. The 
Book Thief, published in 2005, 
tells the story from the point of 
view of death. Pax, published in 
2016, tells part of the story from 
the point of view of a fox that the 
boy in the story adopts. 

9. Unreliable Narrators

An unreliable narrator is one who cannot be completely trusted to be accurate. A narrator could be said 
to be unreliable because of their age, maturity or mental state. Edgar Allan Poe often used unreliable 
narrators in his writing. For example, in The Tell-Tale Heart, the narrator’s confession reveals the 
irrational mental state he is in. Using an unreliable narrator can be an interesting way to force the reader 
to reconsider their view and experience of a story or situation.
It could be argued that any first person narrator is unreliable, to a certain extent. The narration from one 
voice will be clouded by their views, experiences, biases and everything else that makes them the 
narrator/character they are, just like if we recounted an event that had taken place – my retelling may be 
slightly different from yours. 

Key Vocabulary

Activity: Write definitions, in your own words 
for the following terms:

• Narrative
• Narrator
• First person narrator
• Second person narrator
• Third person narrator
• Multi-narrative

Adapted from PiXL KS3 Spine © September 2018 PiXL Spine Strategy and templates: The PiXL Club Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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3. Liquids

In liquids particles are close together and touching, but 
are arranged in a random way. Liquid particles are free 
to move around one another as the bonds attracting 
them together are not as strong as the bonds in a 
solid. Particles in a liquid remain touching and flow 
around one another. A liquid will take the shape of the 
container that it is in.
Liquids cannot be compressed into a smaller space as 
the particles are touching. 4. Gases

In gases particles are far apart and 
arranged in a random way. Gas 
particles move very quickly and in all 
directions. The bonds which hold 
particles together are very weak in 
gases so the particles are able to 
separate from one another. Gases 
can flow and fill the container that 
they are in due to this particle 
movement. As gas particles are 
spaced far apart a gas can be 
compressed (this means squashed 
into a smaller volume).

5. Brownian motion

Key Vocabulary

Particle A very tiny object such as an atom or 
molecule, too small to be seen with a 
microscope.

Particle 
Model

A way to think about how substances behave 
in terms of small, moving particles.

Bond The force holding particles close to one 
another.

Diffusion the process by which particles in liquids or 
gases spread out through random movement 
from a region where there are many particles 
to one where there are fewer.

Evaporate Change from liquid to gas at the surface of a 
liquid, at any temperature.

Condense Change of state from gas to liquid when the 
temperature drops to the boiling point.

Melt Change from solid to liquid when the 
temperature rises to the melting point.

Freeze Change from liquid to a solid when the 
temperature drops to the melting point.

Sublime Change from a solid directly into a gas

Boil Change from liquid to a gas of all the liquid 
when the temperature reaches boiling point.

Brownian 
motion

The random motion of particles in a liquid or 
a gas resulting from their collision with other 
fast-moving particles in the liquid or the gas.

Gas 
pressure

Pressure caused by collision of gas particles 
with the walls of the container that they are 
in.

1. Particle model

All substances are made up of tiny particles. The 
properties of a substance depends upon particle 
arrangements and how they move.

2. Solids

In solids particles do not move from 
place to place they only vibrate in 
their fixed position. Solids cannot be 
squashed (compressed) because 
their particles are already close 
together. Bonds (strong forces) hold 
the particle close to one another.

Brownian  motion is the random motion of particles 
in a liquid or a gas resulting from their collision with 
other fast-moving particles in the liquid or the gas.



9. Air pressure

Gas particles move around everywhere.  When they are moving, they collide 
with the inside of the container.  This pushes the container outwards and 
causes pressure.

Air particles on the other side of the container also collide with the outside of 
the container.  This pushes the container inwards and stops it from bursting.

Three factors affect the amount of gas pressure:
1. The number of particles inside the container –
He more particles the more collisions there are 
with the containers walls and the greater the gas 
pressure.

2. The higher the temperature the greater the gas pressure as the particles 
move more quickly and collide more frequently with the walls of the 
container.

3. The volume that the particles are in- the smaller the volume the more 
frequently collisions occur with the walls of the container and the higher the 
pressure.

6. Diffusion

Diffusion happens in liquids and gases because their particles move 
randomly from place to place, it is the movement of particles of a substance 
from an area where there is a lot of them (high concentration) to an area 
where there is few of them (low concentration).
Diffusion is one of the ways that cells move substances into and out of 
them. Eventually particles will be evenly spaced out through the entire 
container.
Diffusion is faster in warmer substances as the particles have more energy 
and move more quickly.
Particle movement by diffusion is why we can smell food cooking, a cup of 
coffee and perfume.

8. Changing state graph

During a change of state the temperature remains the same until the 
change of state has been completed. The energy is used to rearrange the 
particles rather than raise the temperature.

7. Changes of state

Changes of state take place when particles gain or lose energy. When energy 
is supplied, particles gain energy and move further apart.
When energy is lost particles come closer together and become more 
regularly arranged.

Sublimation is the change of state from a solid to a gas.

Challenge box:
Look at some of the resources on the Royal Society of Chemistry website. 
http://www.rsc.org/Learn-Chemistry



1. Different forces

Forces are either contact (where surfaces 
touch) or non contact (where surfaces do 
not touch).
Contact forces: Tension, friction, air 
resistance / drag, upthrust.
Non contact forces: gravity, magnetism, 
electrostatic

Science,Y7:MOD1
2021-
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2. Representing forces

Free-body diagrams are used to show the 

relative size and direction of all forces acting 
upon an object in a given situation.

3. Springs

A material that can be stretched or 
compressed by a force and then returns to 
its original shape when the force is 
removed is elastic.
When an elastic object - such as a spring - is 
stretched, the increased length is called its 
extension. The extension of an elastic 
object is directly proportional to the force 
applied to it. 
Forces can stretch or compress a material.  
This can make it change shape.

4. Friction

Friction is a force between two surfaces that 
are sliding, or trying to slide, across each other. 
For example, when you try to push a book 
along the floor, friction makes this 
difficult. Friction always works in the direction 
opposite to the direction in which the object is 
moving, or trying to move.

You can measure the size of a frictional force 
on different surfaces by dragging some masses 
along the different surfaces and record how 
much force is needed to move the mass.
Independent variable -= the surface
Dependent variable = size of force
Control variable = the mass

Key Vocabulary

Contact force Occur when particles / surfaces are physically 
touching

Non contact 
force

Occur at a distance

Weight The force an object exerts on a surface due to 
gravity.

Mass The amount of particles in a substance.

Gravity The force that Earth (or another massive 
object) exerts on you.

Friction When objects rub together E.g. car tyres on a 
road

Tension The tension is the force that is transmitted 
through a rope, string or wire when pulled 
by forces acting from opposite sides

Air resistance When an object rubs against air particles E.g. a 
sky diver falling through the air.

Reaction A force that acts in the opposite direction.

Thrust The force that drives on objects with an 
engine.

Upthrust Upward force exerted by a liquid on an object 
in it.

Resultant 
force

The overall force acting on an object.

Balanced 
forces

When the resultant force is an object is zero.

Unbalanced 
forces

When the resultant force on an object is more 
or less than zero.

Elastic A material that can return to its original shape
after being stretched or compressed by a 
force.



6. Upthrust

The upwards force that a liquid exerts on a body 
floating in it.
If the upthrust is less than the weight of the 
object, the object will sink.
The upthrust force is equal in size to the weight of 
the fluid displaced by the object.
Upthrust = weight of object in air – weight of 
object in liquid.

7. Mass and weight

Mass is measured in kg and is the amount of 
particles in an object.
Weight is a force and is measured in Newtons.
An objects weight  =  mass x gravity

5. Balancing forces

The total force acting on an object is the resultant force. When the forces acting in opposite 
directions are the same size we say that the forces are balanced. This means:
1. The object is stationary (not moving)
2. The object is moving at a constant speed.
This is Newton’s first law.

If the forces are unbalanced on an object there are two things that could happen:
1. If the object is stationary then it will move in the direction of the resultant force.
2. If the object is moving and the resultant force is in the same direction as the movement of the 

object then the object will speed up.
3. If the object is moving and the resultant force is in the opposite direction as the movement of 

the object then the object will slow down.

8. Using a Newton meter

Newton meters contain a spring which stretches proportionally to the force 
pulling on it.
A Newton meter must be held vertically to weigh something with
It. Always reading the scale at eye level.

When using a Newton meter you must remember not to hold 
heavy objects over your feet. If the spring in the Newton meter 
breaks a falling object could hurt you.
Before you add weight to a Newton meter you must check that it
Is reading zero. If it isn’t you must adjust to correct the zero error.

9. Pressure

Pressure happens on solid surfaces, in air and in liquids. 
On solid surfaces it is calculated by dividing the applied force (this s often weight) by the area the 
force is spread out over.
pressure = force ÷ area
Drawing pins have a large round end for your thumb to push. The round end has a large area, so it 
exerts a low pressure to your thumb. The sharp end has a very small area. The same 
pushing force produces a high pressure there, so it pushes into the notice board.



1. General Overview

In AD410, the Roman Emperor Honorius sent a goodbye letter to the people of Britain. He wrote, “fight 
bravely and defend your lives... you are on your own now”. The city of Rome was under attack and the 
empire was falling apart, so the Romans had to leave to take care of matters back home.
But even after they were gone, the Romans left their mark all over the country. They gave us new towns, 
plants, animals, a new religion and ways of reading and counting. Even the word ‘Britain’ came from the 
Romans.

History,Y7:MOD1
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2. Timeline of the Roman 
Empire

3. Map of the Roman Empire

Key Terms for this Module

Roman - Of or relating to ancient or modern Rome or 

its people or culture.

Slave - (especially in the past) a person who is the 

legal property of another and is forced to obey them.

Emperor - a sovereign ruler of an empire.

Gladiator - (in ancient Rome) a man trained to fight 

with weapons against other men or wild animals in an 

arena.

Evidence - the available body of facts or information 

indicating whether a belief or proposition is true or 

valid.

Primary Source – a primary source (also called 

original source or evidence) is an artefact, a 

document, a recording, or other source of 

information that was created at the time under study.

Caesar - a title of Roman emperors, especially those 

from Augustus to Hadrian.

Empire - an extensive group of states or countries 

ruled over by a single monarch, an oligarchy, or a 

sovereign state.

Secondary Source - any source about an event, 

period, or issue in history that was produced after 

that event, period or issue has passed.

Artefact - an object made by a human being, typically 

one of cultural or historical interest.

753 BC Romans believe their Empire 

was founded

55 BC Julius Caesar fails to invade 

Britain

30-32BC The Roman Empire is 

established

43AD Britain becomes a part of the 

Roman Empire

61AD Boudicca leads a revolt against 

the Romans

70AD Romans conquer Wales and the 

North

122-128AD Emperor Hadrian builds a wall 

on the Scottish border

476AD The fall of the Western Roman 

Empire

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiwn-T3kYPcAhWISBQKHTHDCxcQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.youngwriters.co.uk/themed-romans&psig=AOvVaw0yDXR8FWFb_MbHeZxL-4uF&ust=1530714474477930


1. Continents and Oceans
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2. Think like a geographer  

• Where is this place? 
• What is it like? 
• Why is it like this?
• How is it changing? 
• Who is affected by the changes? 
• How do I feel about it?

Key Vocabulary

The Physical 
World

What our planet is like, the work 
of rivers, the sea and ice.

The Human 
World

How and where people live, 
develop and earn a living.

The 
Environmental 
World

Habitats, such as mountains, 
forests, oceans and how they 
develop and change.

Cartography The drawing of maps.

Continent One of several large land masses 
of the world. (There are 7 main 
continents)

Country A region or area that makes up a 
continent. 

Latitude The line of latitude that divides 
the Earth into the northern and 
southern hemisphere is known 
as the Equator. Lines of latitude 
to the north are labelled N, lines 
to the south are labelled S.

Longitude The line of longitude that divides 
the Earth into the eastern and 
western hemisphere is known as 
the Prime Meridian. Lines of 
longitude to the east of the 
Prime Meridian are labelled E 
and those to the west are 
labelled W.

Tropics The tropic of Cancer is 23.5°N. 
The tropic of Capricorn is 23.5°S.

Locational Knowledge - Europe

3. Earth’s coordinates

Latitude and Longitude



7. Common symbols in tourism and leisure

4. Scale

OS is the national mapping agency in the UK. Scale is 
shown on the map in 3 ways: 
• As a line called a linear scale
• As a statement of scale 
• As a ratio – a scale of 1: 50,000 means that 1 unit on 

the map represents 50,000 of the same unit on the 
ground. 

6. OS map

5. 4 figure grid reference

Key Vocabulary

Four-Figure
Grid 
References

A four-figure grid reference points you 
towards a particular square on a map. On OS 
maps these squares represent one square 
kilometre. 

Six-Figure
Grid 
References

A six-figure grid reference points you towards 
a specific point within a square on a map. 

Spot Height Shows the height of a specific point and is 
marked on an OS map using a black dot and 
the number in metres.

Contour 
Line

A line on a map joining equal height above or 
below sea level.

Map Key This tells the reader what the map symbols 
mean.

Scale The scale of a map is the ratio of a distance on 
the map to the corresponding distance on the 
ground.
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Key Vocabulary
Unique Being the only one of its kind; unlike 

anything else.
Identity The fact of being who or what a person 

or thing is.

Agnostic A person who believes there is not 
enough evidence to say whether a God 
exists or not

Atheist A person who believes there is no God

Humanism A belief system which does not include 
God, but sees as central the morally 
good behaviour of humans

Commitment The act of making a promise or pledge

Secular Attitudes, activities, or other things that 
have no religious or spiritual basis (non 
religious)

Denomination A group or branch within religion

Disciples A personal follower of Jesus during his 
life, especially one of the twelve 
Apostles.

Covenant An agreement based on promises 
between two sides; often linked to 
religion (serious promise or agreement 
with God)

Community A group of people living in the same 
place or having a particular 
characteristic in common.

Pilgrimage A holy journey to a religious/holy site
Declaration A formal or explicit statement or 

announcement

Students will consider the reasons why they are special and unique and 

how they belong to a community. They will consider the influence our 

names have on our future and how our identity is comprised of a number of 

physical and mental features. They will explain how beliefs are reflected in 

the practices and lifestyles of Christianity. They will compare religious 

communities to secular ones. They will express their own views on the rules 

by which they live their life. They will respond to the views of religious 

believers on what rules they follow and explain how these affect the way 

they live.

1. Overview of Module

2. What makes us unique?

Your Personality
An individual’s personality is something that is 
moulded from the moment they are born right 

through to the present moment.
Every good and bad experience, every triumph 
and failure, every moment of strength and 
weakness, every bit of knowledge and wisdom we 
acquire…
…these guide us in how we move through the 
world. No one else can or will have your exact 

collection of knowledge, experiences, and 
perceptions that causes you to be who you are.
No one else is going to respond to what you’ve 
experienced with the same emotions and 
thoughts that you had.
No one is going to make the same choices that 
you make.
Your personality is uniquely your own

Your Attitude
A person’s attitude 
dictates how they 

perceive life and the 
actions of the people 
around them.
Both a positive and 
negative attitude 
can be infectious, 
influencing the 

people around you 
and pulling them in 
the general direction 
of what you are 
putting into the world.
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2. What makes us unique?

Your Experiences
A person’s past and future experiences have, 
without a doubt, the greatest influence on 
shaping who they are as a unique individual.
Every experience helps us determine how we 
will end up interacting with the world and other 
people in it.
People with negative experiences may find 
themselves feeling anxious and defensive 
when faced with situations similar to those in 
which they got hurt or when trying to avoid 
future harm.

Your Habits

A habit is a thing we 
do with great 
regularity. The habits 
we have inform and 
determine what 
aspects of our unique 
person we develop.
A bad habit of eating 
unhealthy food and 
not exercising is going 
to cause lethargy and 
poor physical health.

Your Creativity
Creativity is an interesting thing 
because there are so many 
different kinds.
You have a variety of arts that flex 
the creative side of your brain, 
from painting and drawing to 
dance and singing.
But then you also have creativity 
in other forms, like developing 
efficient systems, building a 
bookcase with your own hands, or 
planning an aesthetically pleasing 
landscape.

Your Perspective
Can anyone else in the world see the world 
exactly as you do?
No.
No one else has lived your twenty-four hours a 
day, seven days a week, three hundred and 
sixty-five days a year.
No one else has experienced life in the same 
way that you have.
No one else has the exact same body of 
knowledge that you have.
A person’s perspective is uniquely their own.
That’s why it’s so important to be open to other 
people’s opinions and ideas…

Your Taste
What do you like? What do you dislike?
Though we can find common ground with other 
people on what constitutes quality or beauty, 
your tastes are largely a unique facet of your 
personality.
A person’s tastes will influence many of their 
choices in life, whether it’s what food to eat or 
what type of people they want to have a 
relationship with.
Exploring the different tastes of the world, in all 
their forms, is an excellent way to expand one’s 
horizons, learn new things, and continue to 
develop as a person.

Your Goals
A person’s goals generally guide how 
they spend their time, energy, and 
effort.
The areas of life and endeavours 
where we invest our time, energy, and 
effort are going to be the things we 
have in mind most often, which will 
influence what we give back and 

take from the world.
Short, medium, and long-term goals 
provide us direction and motivation 
when we feel lost or like we are 
stumbling on our path.

Religious studies: Who am I?
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4. Key beliefs in Christianity 5. Key Beliefs in Islam

The Five Pillars
The Five Pillars of Islam are the obligations that Muslims must satisfy 
to live a good and responsible life and to bring them closer to God. 
These are:
1) Shahadah - sincerely reciting the declaration of faith.
2) Salat - performing set prayers five times a day at specific times. 
This is a constant reminder of the importance of Allah in the life of a 
Muslim.
3) Zakat - giving a portion of one's income, usually one fortieth, to 
help the poor. This creates a bond between rich and poor and 
helps Muslims to purify their wealth and keep away from greed. It is 
usually paid once a year.
4) Sawm - fasting during the month of Ramadan, for Muslims who 
have reached maturity and are in good health. This helps Muslims 
connect with Allah, and also with those less fortunate than 
themselves who live with hunger daily.
5) Hajj - the annual pilgrimage to Mecca made during the twelfth 
month of the Islamic calendar. Muslims are expected to undertake 
this pilgrimage at least once in their lifetime, if they are physically 
able and can afford it.
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German, Y7: MODULE 1
Theme: Identity and Culture
Topic:   Myself

Week 1
Wie heißt du? What's your name?

Ich heiße ... My name is ...

Hallo! Hello!/Hi!

Guten Tag! Hello!

Wie geht's? How are you?

Gut, danke. Und 

dir?

Fine, thanks. And 

you?

Nicht schlecht. Not bad.

Tschüs! Bye!

Auf Wiedersehen! Goodbye!

Week 2

eins one

zwei two

drei three

vier four

fünf five

sechs six

sieben seven

acht eight

neun nine

zehn ten

elf eleven

zwölf twelve

dreizehn thirteen

vierzehn fourteen

fünfzehn fifteen

sechzehn sixteen

siebzehn seventeen

achtzehn eighteen

neunzehn nineteen

zwanzig twenty

Wie alt bist du? How old are you?

Ich bin .. Jahre alt. I'm ... (years old).

Week 3

Wo wohnst du? Where do you live?

Ich wohne in ... I live in ...

England. England.

Schottland. Scotland.

Wales. Wales.

Irland. Ireland.

Nordirland. Northern Ireland.

Deutschland. Germany.

Frankreich. France.

Österreich. Austria.

der Schweiz. Switzerland.

ich I

du you

er

sie

es

he

she

it

man one

wir we

ihr you

sie they

heißen
to be

called

gehen to go

haben to have

sein to be

wohnen to live

finden to find

wohnen = to live
ich wohne I live

du wohnst you live

er wohnt

sie wohnt

es wohnt

man wohnt

he lives

she lives

it lives

one lives

wir wohnen we live

ihr wohnt you live

sie wohnen they live

VERBS

Week 4 Revision week 1-3

wie? how?

wo? where?

was? what?

wann? when?

wer? who?

Having
a conversation 

(questions + answers)

– Wie heißt du?     
– Ich heiße Thomas.

– Wie alt bist du?  
– Ich bin zehn Jahre alt.

– Wo wohnst du?  
– Ich wohne in England.

– Wie heißt er?      
– Er heißt Olaf.

– Wo wohnt sie?    
– Sie wohnt in Berlin.

pronouns

question words
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German, Y7:MOD 1
Theme: Identity and Culture
Topic:   Myself

Week 6
Wie bist du? What are you like?

Ich bin ... I am ...

Er/Sie ist ... He/She is ...

faul lazy

freundlich friendly

intelligent intelligent

kreativ creative

launisch moody

laut loud

lustig funny

musikalisch musical

sportlich sporty

Lieblingssachen Favourite things

Mein Lieblingssport ist ... My favourite sport is ...

Mein Lieblingsmonat ist ... My favourite month is ...

Meine Lieblingsmusik ist ... My favourite music is ...

Meine Lieblingszahl ist ... My favourite number is ...

Meine Lieblingssendung My favourite programme

Meine Lieblingsfußballmannschaft My favourite football team 

Mein Lieblingsspiel ist ... My favourite game is ...

Mein Lieblingsland ist ... My favourite country is ...

Mein Lieblingsauto ist ... My favourite car is ...

Was ist dein Lieblingssport? What's your favourite sport?

Was ist deine Lieblingszahl? What's your favourite number?

Was ist dein Lieblingsland? What's your favourite number?

haben = to have
ich habe I have

du hast you have

er hat

sie hat

es hat

he has

she has

it has

wir haben we have

ihr habt you have

sie haben they have

Sein = to be
ich bin I am

du bist you are

er ist

sie ist

es ist

he is

she is

it is

wir sind we are

ihr seid you are

sie sind they are

to have and to be

Week 7
Hast du einen

Computer?

Have you got a 

computer?

Ich habe ... I have ...

einen Computer a computer

einen iPod an iPod

einen Fußball a football

eine Gitarre a guitar

eine Wii a Wii

eine Schlange a snake

ein Handy a mobile phone

ein Keyboard a keyboard

ein Skateboard a skateboard

Fragewörter Question words

Wie? How?

Was? What?

Wo? Where?

Woher? Where ... from?

Wer? Who?

opinions
ich finde es I find it

es ist it is

gut                     good

nicht gut                     not good

schlecht bad

nicht schlecht not bad

super super

toll great

Week 5
Wie heißt du? What's your name?

Ich heiße ... My name is ...

Hallo! Hello!/Hi!

Guten Tag! Hello!

Wie geht's? How are you?

Gut, danke. Und dir? Fine, thanks. And you?

Nicht schlecht. Not bad.

Tschüs! Bye!

Auf Wiedersehen! Goodbye!

eins one

zwei two

drei three

vier four

fünf five

sechs six

sieben seven

acht eight

neun nine

zehn ten

elf eleven

zwölf twelve

dreizehn thirteen

vierzehn fourteen

fünfzehn fifteen

sechzehn sixteen

siebzehn seventeen

achtzehn eighteen

neunzehn nineteen

zwanzig twenty

Wie alt bist du? How old are you?

Ich bin ... Jahre alt. I'm ... (years old).

Wo wohnst du? Where do you live?

Ich wohne in ... I live in ...

England. England.

Schottland. Scotland.

Wales. Wales.

Irland. Ireland.

Nordirland. Northern Ireland.

Deutschland. Germany.

Frankreich. France.

Österreich. Austria.

der Schweiz. Switzerland.
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Module 1 week 1

Bonjour Hello 

Salut Hi 

Bonsoir Good evening

Bonne nuit Good night

Au revoir Goodbye

à toute à l’heure See you later

à plus (tard) See you (later)

Comment t’appelles-tu ? What’s your name?

Je m’appelle… My name is…

Quel âge as-tu ? How old are you?

J’ai onze ans I am eleven years old

Où habites-tu ? Where do you live?

J’habite à… I live in…

(Comment) ça va ? How are you?

ça va bien I’m good

Bof ! Meh!

Pas mal Not bad

Bonjour Hello 

French,Y7:MOD1
Theme: Identity and Culture
Topic:   Myself

Module 1 week 3

Quelle est la date? What's the date?

Quelle est la date de When is your 

ton anniversaire ? birthday?

mon anniversaire c’est le My birthday is the….

janvier January

février February

mars March

avril April

mai May

juin June

juillet July

août August

septembre September

octobre October

novembre November

décembre December

lundi Monday 

mardi Tuesday

mercredi Wednesday

jeudi Thursday

vendredi Friday

samedi Saturday

dimanche Sunday

Module 1  week 2

1 un 16 seize

2 deux 17 dix-sept

3 trois 18 dix-huit

4 quatre 19 dix-neuf

5 cinq 20 vingt

6 six 21 vingt-et-un

7 sept 22 vingt-deux

8 huit 23 vingt-trois

9 neuf 24 vingt-quatre

10 dix 25 vingt-cinq

11 onze 26 vingt-six

12 douze 27 vingt-sept

13 treize 28 vingt-huit

14 quatorze 29 vingt-neuf

15 quinze 30 trente

31 trente-et un

Grammar from Learning Journey

Examples

Practice: write 3 sentences about yourself, your age and your birthday
Stretch: Add more information about a friend.

Personal pronouns

 Je m’appelle Fred
 J’ai onze ans
 Mon anniversaire est le douze juillet
 J’habite à Welwyn

je I

tu you

il/elle/on he/she/one

nous we

vous you (pl)

ils/elles they
(m/m/f)

j’ai I have

tu as you have

il/elle/on a he/she/one 
has

nous avons we have

vous avez you (pl) have

ils/elles ont they have

Verb avoir  to have Verb être   to be

je suis I am

tu es you are

il/elle/on est he/she/one is

nous sommes we are

vous êtes you (pl) are

ils/elles sont they are
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Module 1 week 5

Dans mon sac In my bag

il y a there is

j'ai I have

un agenda a diary

un sac a bag

un stylo a pen

un livre a textbook

un cahier an exercise book

un crayon a pencil

un classeur a folder

un portable a mobile phone

un porte-monnaie a wallet

une trousse a pencil case

une gomme a rubber

une calculatrice a calculator

une règle a ruler

Module 1 week 6

La Salle de Classe Classroom

la chaise the chair

la fenêtre the window

le bureau the desk

la porte the door

le professeur the teacher

la table the table

le tableau the whiteboard

l’ordinateur the computer

les élèves the pupils

Module 1 week 7

Les Sports Sports

Qu’est-ce que tu What do you like?

aimes?

le foot football

le rugby rugby

le tennis tennis

le vélo cycling

le skate skateboarding

le judo judo

les jeux vidéo video games

la danse dancing

la musique music

la gymnastique gymnastics

Week 7/8: Revise all weeks for 
assessments

Examples
 Dans mon sac j’ai un 

cahier et une gomme
 Dans la salle de classe i 

y a le tableau et la 
chaise

 La chaise est verte . 

indefinite article
un        a (masc)
une      a (fem)
des       some

definite article
le      the (masc)
la      the (fem)

les     the (some)

adjective agreement

preposition
dans

Practice: write 5 lines about yourself, what you have in your bag, what there is in your classroom and a 
hobby and what you think of it.
Stretch: Add more information by giving a preference.

Theme: Identity and Culture
Topic:   Myself

Grammar from Learning Journey
Verb:   aimer To like

j’aime I like

tu aimes you like

il/elle/on aime he/she/one likes

nous aimons we like

vous aimez you (pl) like

ils/elles aiment they like

Week 4 revise all weeks for memory 
clock writing assessment



2021-2022 Theme: Identity and Culture
Topic:   Myself

French,Y7:MOD1

Verbs Connectives Numbers Colours

Connectives

Prepositions Question words

Adjectives

adorer to love

aimer to like

avoir to have

détester to hate

être to be

préférer to prefer



Module 1  week 1
La familia  Family
el padre    father
la madre. mother
el padrastro    step-father
la madrastra  step-mother
el hermano  brother
la hermana   sister
el hermanastro step-brother
La hermanastra step-sister
el abuelo   grandfather
la abuela grandmother
el tío  uncle
la tía  aunt
el primo male cousin
la prima  female cousin
el sobrino  nephew
la sobrina   niece
el marido   husband
la mujer  wife
el hijo  son
la hija   daughter
el nieto    grandson
la nieta   granddaughter
mayor / menor   older / younger

Personal pronouns

yo I

tú you

Él/ella he/she

nosotros we

vosotros you (pl)

ellos/ellas they (m/f)

Yo tengo I have

Tú tienes You have

Él /ella tiene he/she

Nosotros
tenemos

We have

Vosotros
tenemos

you (pl) 
have

Ellos/ellas tienen they have

te
n

er
to

 h
a

ve

se
r

to
 b

e

Yo soy I am

Tú eres You are

Él /ella tiene he/she/one 
is

Nosotros
somos

We are

Vosotros sois you (pl) are

Ellos/ellas son they are

Module 1  week 2
¿Cómo es? 
What is he/she like?

Él/ella tiene los ojos… He/She has… eyes
azules blue
verdes green
marrones brown
grises grey
grandes big
pequeños small

Él/ella tiene el pelo…  He/She has… hair
moreno dark-brown
castaño mid-brown, chestnut
rubio   blond
rojo red
corto short
largo  long
rizado curly
liso straight
ondulado wavy

Él /ella tiene…   He/She has…
Pecas. freckles

Él/ella lleva…  He/She wears…
gafas glasses
barba a beard
bigote a moustache

Él/ella es  He/she is
alto/a   tall
bajo/a   short
Pequeño/a small
guapo/a good-looking
delgado/a   slim
gordito/a  chubby
gordo/a   fat
calvo/a   bald

moreno/a   dark-haired
rubio/a   fair-haired
castaño/a   brown-haired
pelirrojo/a   red-haired

No es ni gordo/a ni delgado/a 
He/She is neither fat nor thin

Module 1  week 3
Important verbs
estudiar  to study
comenzar  to start
hablar   to speak
escuchar   to listen
copiar    to copy
mirar    to look
saludar  to greet
estar   to be (temporary)
preguntar  to ask
jugar   to play
tocar   to play an instrument
montar  to ride
caminar  to walk
ayudar  to help
llevar  to wear
llegar   to arrive
comer  to eat
beber  to drink
leer     to read
ver    to see
tener  to have
ser    to be (permanent)
responder   to answer
escribir  to write
vivir to live
dormir  to sleep

Module 1  week 4

Recap Week 1, 2 and 3. 

1st Memory clock

Los colores
amarillo   yellow
blanco   white
negro   black
rojo   red
azul   blue
gris   grey
marrón  brown
naranja  orange
rosa  pink
verde  green
El perro es blanco.  The dog is White. 
La serpiente es amarilla. 

The snake is yellow.

Opinions

Me gusta I like
Me encanta I love
Me chifla I love (informal)
Me mola I like (informal)
Me flipa (I like it a lot) 

Los 
números

uno
dos
tres
cuatro 
cinco
seis
siete
ocho
nueve
diez
ocho 
nueve
diez
once
doce
trece
catorce
quince
dieciséis
diecisiete
dieciocho
diecinueve
veinte
treinta
cuarenta
cincuenta
sesenta
setenta
ochenta
noventa
cien
doscientos
trescientos
cuatrocientos
quinientos
seiscientos
setecientos
ochocientos
novecientos
mil
dos mil

Spanish. Y7: 
MOD1

Theme: Identity and Culture
Topic: Me, my family and friends

2021-2022



Module 1  week 5
¿Qué haces en tu tiempo libre? 

What do you do in your free time?
Yo voy al cine  I go the cinema
Yo voy a la piscina I go to the cinema
Yo voy de compras I go shopping
Yo salgo con amigos   I go out with 

friends
Yo hago mis deberes I do my 

homework
Yo monto en biscicleta I ride my bike
Yo escucho música I listen to music
Yo veo la television I watch tv. 
Yo navego por internet   I go on the 

internet
Yo juego con mi ordenador I play on 

my computer.
Yo juego fútbol I play football
Yo hago atletismo I do athletics
Yo hablo con amigos I speak to 

friends
Yo mando mensajes I send 

messages
Yo hablo por teléfono I speak on the 

phone
Yo duermo I sleep
Yo leo libros I read books
Me gusta hacer atletismo I like to do 

atlethics

Module 1  week 6

Recap week 1,2 and 3
Important verbs
Los meses
Los días de la semana

Writing assessment 
Reading and listening 

adjectives people

severo strict
simpatico   kind
monótono monotone
aburrido boring
soso boring 
bobo    silly
ruidoso noisy
callado quiet
antipático unpleasant
amigable friendly
agradable nice
felíz happy
inteligente smart
travieso cheeky
creído big-headed
malhumorado bad-tempered
arrogante arrogant
pesado annoying
agresivo agressive
activo active
energético energetic
exigente demanding

trabajador hardworking
honesto honest

Los meses

enero  January
febrero  February
marzo  March
abril  April
mayo May
junio June
julio July
agosto August
septiembre September
octubre October
noviembre November
diciembre December

Los días de la semana

lunes   Monday
martes Tuesday
miércoles Wednesday 
jueves Thursday
viernes Friday
sábado Saturday
domingo Sunday

Conectores

y  and
o  or
pero but
también also
tampoco neither
sin embargo  however
aunque although
cuando when
donde where
luego then
por eso therefore
porque because
ya que  since

Quantifiers

mucho a lot
un poco a little
bastante quite
demasiado too much
nada nothing
nadie nobody
todo evertything
todos everyone
unos / unas some
un montón a bunch

Time phrases

todos los días everyday
los lunes    on monday
los fines de semana at the weekends
durante la semana during the week
en la noche at night 
en la tarde in the afternoon
siempre always
nunca never
a veces sometimes
normalmente normally
generalmente generally
de vez en cuando every so often

Comparatives 

más …..que      more …. than
menos…..que     less….than
mejor que   better than
peor que    worse than
tan…..como as….as 

useful sentences

me llevo bien / mal con      I get along well / badly with
no me llevo nada bien con  I don’t get on at all with 
nos llevamos bien     we get along well
somos inseparables     we are inseparable 
discutimos mucho we argue a lot
Podemos hablar de todo we can speak about anything 
dice que soy       he/she says that I am
me dejan (+ inf)   they let me
no tiene paciencia he/she does not have any patience

Amigos

¿Cómo es de carácter? 
What is he/she like as a person?
Como persona, es… 
As a person, he/she is…
optimista   optimistic
pesimista   pessimistic
trabajador(a)   hard-working
perezoso/a   lazy
hablador(a)   chatty
tímido/a   shy

Spanish. Y7: 
MOD1

Theme: Identity and Culture
Topic: Me, my family and friends

2021-2022



Research & Existing Products

Key Areas of Learning

Understanding Users, Existing Products,
Design, Design Development, Planning,
H&S & Food Hygiene, Practical Skills,
Evaluating Ideas

Design & Technology ; Year 72021-2022 Mobile Phone Holder

Initial Design Ideas

Producing creative and imaginative design ideas with 
detailed annotation is extremely important

Assessment throughout Tools, Components, Processes

Always very useful within Design and Technology and the 
project you are currently involved in; Mobile Phone holder

Teacher Assessment Peer/Self Assessment Teacher Check

Processes: Vacuum Forming, Injection Moulding, Blow 
Moulding.



Energy Sources

‘Renewable’ 
Renewable resources include biomass 
energy (such as ethanol), 
hydropower, geothermal power, 
wind energy, and solar energy. 
Biomass refers to organic material 
from plants or animals. This includes 
wood, sewage, and ethanol (which 
comes from corn or other plants)

Non-Renewable
A nonrenewable resource is a 
substance that is being used up more 
quickly than it can replace itself. Its 
supply is... Most fossil fuels, minerals, 
and metal ores are nonrenewable 
resources. Renewable resources such 
as solar and wind power and water 
are unlimited in supply

Planning the stages of making

Explaining to others the process needed to make 
your product

A Few Words

User/Need/Wants
Expectations
Behaviour
Respect
Design Brief
Design Specification
Moodboard
Existing Products
Research
Practical
Organisation
Minimum
Creative
Resistor
Power
Energy
Loop
Positive
Fumes

Ventilation
Assessment
Feedback
Quality Control
Visual Assessment
Outcome
Prototype
Re-Sizing
Layout
Cut

Design & Technology ; Year 72021-2022 Mobile Phone Holder

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Illuminated Phone Holder: 
Production Plan Sheet

Key Stages of Making
.To find information about similar products I had to do 
…………………………….

.Next I had to……………………….. my own phone/gadget holder.

.I used ………………………….to create a graphic for the phone support. This is 
known as CAD software.

.For my chosen imagine to be produced on the plastic, it had to be 
…………………………………… before it was placed onto the phone support.

Isometric drawing is way of 
presenting designs/drawings

Orthographic drawing is a way of 

drawing a three dimensional object. 

I have identified a user for the product

I have produced a relevant Specification

I explored existing products

I produced a range of suitable design ideas with 

annotation

I developed 4 design ideas.

I followed a plan of making

I developed my practical skills

I evaluated my making

Student Self-Assessment 

Student Comments 



1. Safety in the kitchen
• Bags and equipment put in the correct places so no 

one trips up.
• Spills on the floor immediately cleared up so that 

no one slips over.
• Long hair must be tied back to keep it out of food 

and equipment.
• Hands must be clean.
• Don’t sneeze / cough near food.
• Wear an apron.
• Cookers must not be left unattended when 

switched on. Hot pans can cause burns.
• Knives are sharp and must be used correctly using 

the bridge and claw technique.

The correct colour chopping board should be used 
to prevent cross contamination. 

Remember the 4C’s : good hygiene prevents cross 
contamination, effective cleaning, effective 
chilling, thorough cooking.

Food; Y7
2021-
2022 Food preparation and nutrition

2. Weighing and measuring
For good results in most recipes accurate weighing and 
measuring is essential. If you weigh out too little raising 
agent when baking cakes they will not rise, too much sugar 
would affect the taste and / or texture.
Solid ingredients are weighted in grams (g), liquid 
ingredients in millilitres (mL).
There are 1000g in 1kg and 1000mL in one litre.
We use scales to measure solids and measuring jugs to 
measure liquids. Small quantities can be measured using 
measuring spoons..

Key Vocabulary
Nutrients Chemicals in food that are essential to life and 

health.

Protein Nutrient found in meat, fish, poultry, beans, 
eggs, tofu, lentils. Needed for growth and 
repair of the body.

Fat Nutrient found in butter, oil, cheese, cream, 
nuts, oily fish, fried food. Needed for insulation 
and energy storage.

Carbohydrate Nutrient found in bread, rice, potatoes, pasta. 
Needed for energy.

Vitamin A Found in carrots, liver, dark leafy veg. Needed 
for healthy eyes and immune system.

Vitamin B Found in bread, milk, cereals, fish, meat. 
Needed for releasing energy from our food.

Vitamin C Found in fresh fruit and veg. Needed for 
healthy skin and absorbing iron.

Vitamin D Found in oily fish, eggs, butter. Needed for 
absorbing calcium and healthy bones.

Calcium A mineral found in milk, yoghurt, soya, dark 
green veg. Needed for string teeth and bones.

Iron A mineral found in meat, nuts, whole grains, 
dark green leafy veg. Needed for healthy red 
blood cells.

Eat well guide Guidelines for how much of a healthy daily diet 
should be made up of each food group.

3. Healthy diet

The Eatwell guide tells us the proportions of each food 
group that we should eat to be healthy.

In our diets we need larger quantities of the 
macronutrients: protein, fat, carbohydrates and smaller 
quantities of the micronutrients: vitamins and minerals 
(E.g. iron and calcium).

In our diets we also need the right amounts of water (to 
keep our cells healthy) and fibre (to keep our gut muscles 
healthy).
We need protein for growth and repair, fats for insulation 

and energy storage, carbohydrates for energy.

At least 5 
portions of 
fruit and veg 
a day

Some non dairy sources 
of protein (meat, poultry 
beans).

Very few fatty and sugary foods like sweets, chocolate, 
pies

Some dairy such 
as milk, cheese, 
yoghurt

Lots of complex 
carbohydrates like pasta, 
bread, brown rice

4. 8 tips for healthy eating
1. Base your meals around starchy foods.
2. Eat lots of fruit and veg.
3. East more fish.
4. Cut down on saturated fat and sugar.
5. Eat less salt.
6. Get active and be a healthy weight.
7. Drink plenty of water.
8. Don’t skip breakfast.



7. The design process
• Design brief: what kind of product is needed, why 

it is needed, who it is for (target market).
• Research: what products already exist, what do 

consumers want?
• Produce initial design ideas
• Planning
• Produce final design idea
• Making
• Evaluation: WWW, EBI.

9. Dietary requirements

Different groups of people have different dietary 
requirements. These may be due to religious belief, 
dietary choice or a result of a food allergy or food 
intolerance.

Food allergies are when the body reacts badly to a 
particular food type. Severe allergies can result in 
people stopping breathing and needing treatment 
from an Epipen.
Gluten intolerance
This is called COELIAC DISEASE. People react to gluten 
from wheat and cereals. Common symptoms are 
diarrhoea, bloating and weight loss.

Food intolerances are more common than food 
allergies. Intolerance effects are noticed after the food 
has been eaten and usually include bloating and 
stomach pain.
Lactose intolerance
This is a common intolerance where people cannot 
digest the milk sugar, lactose. Bloating and diarrhoea 
are symptoms.

10. Poor diet and health
An unbalanced diet can cause health issues:

Obesity – if too much energy rich food is consumed it is stored as 
fat. Obesity can contribute to many other health conditions.
E.g. Type 2 diabetes, high blood pressure, heart disease and some 
types of cancer.

Too much salty food can increase blood pressure and too much fat 
can cause high cholesterol levels.

High blood pressure can contribute to strokes and heart attacks.

6. Ways of cooking

1. Using hot liquids
Boiling, simmering, steaming, stewing.
2. Using fat for frying
Shallow frying, stir frying, deep fat frying
3. Using dry heat
Baking, roasting, grilling.

5. Seasonal food
•Food is ready to be harvested when it is in season. 
•Not all food is in season at the same time.
•Large supermarkets can supply produce out of season by 
importing it from abroad.
•Farmers markets are a good source of local seasonal 
produce.

Advantages of seasonal food
•Seasonal produce will be fresher as it has not travelled for as 
long.
•Less fossil fuels are used in transporting food meaning that 
less environmental damage will be caused..

Key Vocabulary
Seasonal Produce that is harvested and used in the 

season it is grown / reared locally.

Boiling Cooking in a pan of very hot bubbling 
water.

Simmering Cooking in hot water with small bubbles.

Stir frying A small amount of oil used in a wok.

Shallow frying Medium amount of oil used in a frying pan
to cook food.

Baking Food is cooked in an oven. 

Roasting Food is cooked in an oven after fat is 
applied to the outside.

Grilling High temperature used to rapidly cook 
food.

Gluten A protein found in wheat and its products.

Coeliac Someone with an allergy to gluten.

Vegan Vegan diets cut out all animal products. 
Will not wear or use products derived 
from animals (certain cosmetics, leather).

Vegetarian Does not eat meat or fish.

Pescartarian Does not eat meat but does eat fish.

8. The science of pastry
All pastry contains flour, fat and liquid (usually) water. These 
are used in different proportions to give the pastry different 
properties for making different products.

• Step 1 Rub Fat into the flour
Why? 
This coats most of the flour particles with fat.

• Step 2 Sprinkle water over mixture and mix with a knife
Why?
Any flour particles not coated in fat absorb water which 
activates a flour protein called gluten. Gluten makes the 
dough bind together and gives the pastry strength.

• Step 3 Knead Pastry lightly on floured surface.
Why?
Pastry binds together evenly without activating too much 
gluten that toughens the pastry.

• Step 4 Roll pastry, turn regularly to keep even shape.
Avoid re-rolling too many times.
Why?
Rolling causes the gluten strands to stretch gently. Too much 
rolling will make the gluten tough and the pastry hard.
Turning the pastry ensures that short gluten strands are 
formed.

• Step 5 Rest the pastry
Why?
Resting allows gluten strands to relax, which means the 
pastry will keep its shape when baking.

• Step 6 Bake at 200-220°C
Why?
Fat melts which is then absorbed by the starch granules in the 
flour The starch granules then gelatinise which allows the 
pastry to separate into layers as the air in the pastry heats 
and expands.



How to start sewing

Key Areas of Learning

• Design

• Understanding Users

• H&S & Food Hygiene

• Existing Products

• Planning

• Practical Skills

• Evaluating Ideas

Textiles:Y7
2021-
2022 General Skills and knowledge

Health & Safety

Ensure you know how to safely work 
in the Textiles room and are aware of 
all Health & safety requirements

Textiles Key Vocabulary
Applique Ornamental needle work or additional fabric applied to 

a larger piece of fabric to add interest.

Pattern A template cut out of paper of the parts of the garment 

to be traced onto the fabric before being cut out and 

assembled.

Tape 

Measure

A flexible ruler used to measure size or distance.

Stitch A loop of thread or yarn resulting from a single pass or 

movement of the needle in sewing, knitting or 

crocheting.

Client Somebody who buys goods, pays for a service or 

somebody you are making something for.

Prototype The first working model of a design used for testing, 

development and evaluation.

Durability The ability to be hard wearing.

Bias The diagonal direction across a fabric

Bespoke Made as a one-off product that matches the client 

requirements exactly.

Aesthetic How something looks.

Component A part when put together makes a product.

Function The purpose or reason.

Lay plan How the pattern pieces on fabric should be laid out.

Repair To fix a broken product-one of the 6 R’s

Rethink To change the design of a product to be more 

environmentally friendly- one of the 6 R’s.

Design Brief A statement or brief which helps define the design 

problem and gives details on considerations and 

constraints.

Specification A detailed document providing a list of points/ criteria 

which must be met for the product to be successful.

How to sew a button



Textiles:Y7
2021-
2022 Sewing techniques and knowledge



How to thread a 
machine

Research & Existing 
Products

In industry designers look at 

pre-existing products and 

work with target audiences to 

ensure that their products are 

successful.

You will need to: 

• Research existing 

products and evaluate how 

good they are.

• Consider how your 

research will  help and 

inspire your design.

• Create a mood board of 

ideas to ensure you meet 

your chosen clients needs/ 

theme.

Textiles:Y7
2021-
2022 Pillow Project

Design

There are different things to consider 

when designing such as aesthetics and 

functionality.  The stages of designing 

used by designers below will help you 

to develop your designs and break 

down making to ensure you have a 

high quality product.

• Initial design drawings

• Developing ‘best’ design ideas

• Final design idea

Planning & Making

The planning stage enables you to 

ensure that you are meeting your 

clients wants and needs (themes, 

colours, applique ie pockets, buttons 

etc.); breaking 

down stages also ensures that you

are considering all aspects of your

design and making to help you 

achieve a high quality product.

Evaluation

Evaluating your planning stages and 

product is something that is done 

constantly in industry.  It ensures that your 

product is high quality and will sell well.  

Designers continually self reflect, make 

changes and remake their products whilst 

focusing on client feedback.



Cotton- This material comes from the cotton plant and is harvested by machine, then sent to a cotton processing plant. 

There, it's run through a series of rollers, which remove the seeds, clear away any debris or impurities, and separate the 

material into bales.

Flax- The flax plant used to make linen. The plants are pulled from the ground by hand, flattened to remove seeds and 

combed through to separate the fibres in preparation for fabric production

Silk- This material is made by harvesting the cocoon of the silkworm, which is lined with a thin layer of silk filament that is 

softened and then removed as one single thread. This thread will be twisted together with several others before it is moved 

to the next stage of production, as single threads are too thin to work with.

Wool- The coat of a sheep shorn, and the resulting fleece is washed and carded, or     rearrange it into a shape that will be 

easier to turn into fabric. It can be done by hand or  machine, and produces a square mat of fibres.

Rayon- Invented in the late 19th century, this material is a popular alternative to silk. It's made by forcing cellulose through a 

machine called a spinneret. This machine is similar to a showerhead, and it forms the cellulose from liquid to a solid filament.

Cellulose itself is a simple sugar polymer derived from plants.

Nylon- Nylon can truly be called the first man-made fiber. While it's produced the same way rayon is, the ingredients that go 

into nylon production are not derived from plant sources. Nylon is made from coal and petroleum by-products, water and air. 

Simple sugar polymer derived from plants.

Polyester- This material is a step up from nylon and rayon in terms of strength and        versatility. While it, too, is made by 

forcing chemicals through a spinneret, the chemicals used for polyester are derived from alcohols.

Animal Fibres- Furis clothing made of furry animal hides.Furone of the oldest forms of clothing.  Most fur comes from fur 
farms where animals are raised in small pens.  There are other forms of animal fibres such as silk, wool, angora, cashmere, 
feather down.

Where the fabrics come from



ARTIST RESEARCH HELP 

• WRITE ALL YOUR WORK IN YOUR OWN WORDS. NO COPY AND 
PASTING!

• WHEN REFERRING TO ARTISTS USE THEIR FULL NAME OR SURNAME 
Andy Warhol was a Pop artist.   Warhol was a Pop artist.    Andy was a Pop artist.

• INCLUDE KEY FACTS, THE BIRTH, DEATH, STYLE AND IMPORTANT 
WORKS OF THE ARTIST. 

• MAKE IT RELEVANT- INCLUDE INFLUENCES, WHAT WAS HAPPENING 
AT THE TIME? WAS THE WORK IN RESPONSE TO ANYTHING?

• MAKE IT PERSONAL- WHAT IS YOUR IMPRESSION OF THE ARTISTS 
STYLE, WHICH IS YOUR FAVOURITE PIECE, WHY?

Useful throughout
2021-
2022 Art

Top Tips

• Use the space on your page carefully, aim to fill the 
space or box you are drawing into.

• Always use plain, unlined white paper for your drawing 
homework tasks.

• Be creative and passionate about your homework –
always make a good impression.

Reminders

• HAND ALL WORK IN ON TIME. EMAIL YOUR TEACHER AT LEAST 48 
HOURS BEFORE IF YOU CANNOT COMPLETE THE WORK 

• ALL HOMEWORK IS SET ON SHOWMYHOMEWORK. BEING ABSENT 
FROM A LESSON IS NOT AN EXCUSE NOT TO DO YOUR HOMEWORK 

Media Best Practice

Tonal
Pencils

• Know your pencils- B are soft and dark (the higher the number the 
softer and darker they are)

H are hard pencils and so create a thinner and lighter line (the higher 
the number the harder
and lighter they are)
• Rest your hand on a paper towel to avoid smudging
• Make sure your work transitions smoothly from light to dark
• Use a soft circular motion
• Use a sample sheet to document tonal samples 

Coloured 
Pencils

• Apply using a soft circular motion 
• Start with the lightest colours and build up colour/tone 
• Analogue colours add depth
• Complimentary colours add definition 
• A sharp pencil will create a crisp finish
• Avoid applying a thick stripy line of tone around the edge of 

shapes, blur it by applying soft pressure on the edge 
• Use a sample sheet to document colour samples

Poster 
Paint

• Mix your own variations of colour instead of using them straight out 
of the bottle to make your work look more individual
• Add complimentary colours to darken your paint and show shadows 
• Add white to your paint to show highlights 
• Consider how elements within the image impact on each other 
• Foreground is lighter, background is darker 
• Use a sample sheet to document colour samples

Collage • Rip OR cut (not both) 
• Use small pieces or use the trace and cut method for whole 
sections 
• Overlap to avoid leaving gaps 
• Use a variety of tones to make your work look more 
interesting 
• Apply the paper right up to the drawn line to create a crisp 
edge 

Cardboard 
Sculpture

• Use the cardboard scissors carefully, your thumb should go 
through the circular hole on the handle.

• You can use a variety of techniques to create texture, 
corrugated cardboard can be torn open to create a wavy 
surface.



1. Tone

Artists often use a wide range of tone within their 
drawings. The lightest areas of tone are called highlights 
and the darkest are called lowlights. Tones in between 
are known as mid tones. 
‘Graduated tone‘ is a drawing technique which can be 
used to create a strong sense of 3D form. Just start by 
shading the area you wish to be dark and slowly build up 
the tone. As you work towards the light, gradually ease 
the pressure on your pencil until you can no longer see 
the mark it makes.

Subject, Y7: Term 
1.1

2021-
2022 Drawing: The basics

2. Texture

Artists create a range of texture in their drawings by  
using a range of pencil marks and drawing 
techniques. The most common techniques are 
shown below:

4. Leonardo Da Vinci

Lived: 1452-1519

Nationality: Italian

Art Period: High Renaissance

Famous works: ‘Mona Lisa’, ‘The Last Supper’

Skill set: Painter, sculptor, draftsman 
(drawing), inventor, architect, scientist, 
mathematician, palaeontologist, musician, 
engineer, literary.

Da Vinci was the brains behind the bicycle, 
the aeroplane, the helicopter and the 
parachute – amazingly he drew designs for 
all these machines about 500 years before 
their time!

3. Photorealism

Some artists such as Paul Lung as interested in 
creating a drawing which appears so realistic 
you could mistake it for a photograph! This is 
known as Photorealism.
Artists use a wide range of tone and texture 
marks to capture incredible detail. This takes a 
very long time, some artists spend hundreds of 
hours on one image!

5. Key Vocabulary

Tone Is a sophisticated term for shading. It refers to light and dark areas. 
When applied to 2D objects it can give a 3D realistic effect.

Line A continuous mark, used to draw the shape and outline of an 
object.

Texture The surface feeling of an object. You can have both physical texture 
and visual texture. Physical is how it feels to actually touch it, and 
visual is how it appears to the eye. Good artists can trick you into 
thinking something is rough or dimpled through clever use of marks.

Shape Is a two-dimensional area defined by an outline. 

Proportion Describes the size, location or amount of one element to 
another/ One line to another. E.g the length of one length to 
another.

Detail Is a small part of a picture such as a pattern or mark, which adds to 
the bigger picture and can help create greater realism.



6. Abstract Art

Abstract art is a form of modern art.
It aims to capture the essence and feeling of a subject without trying to 
replicate it.  Abstract art uses shape, form, colour and line to create a 
composition which may be inspired by the world, but without trying to copy 
it realistically. 
Abstract art portrays what an artist feels and thinks, rather than what he or 
she sees. An abstract artist uses colours and shapes to express his or her 
emotions and ideas. 

By the end of the 19th century many artists felt a need to create a new kind 
of art which would embrace the changes taking place in technology, science 
and philosophy. 

Key artists included Wassily Kandinsky, Georgia O’Keeffe, Jackson Pollock.

Subject, Y7: Term 
1.2

2021-
2022 Abstract Art and Sculpture

7. Sculpture

Sculpture is the art of making two- or three-dimensional forms. Many materials 
can be used to create sculptures, the most traditional of these include clay, 
plaster and metals such as bronze. 

Artists can use any material with 3D
qualities in order to make a sculpture.

8. Wassily Kandinsky

Lived: 1866-1944

Nationality: Russian. Became a French 
citizen in 1939 

Art Movement: Abstract Art

Famous works: Composition VIII

Inspired by: Fauvism and music. 
Kandinsky’s paintings were often created 
in response to music. Often hidden in his 
work you can see lines which resemble 
musical staves, piano keys and the curve 
of a violin.

9. Key Vocabulary

Contrast Refers to opposite elements such as light vs dark, rough vs 
smooth, black vs colour.

Compositio
n

Is the layout and placement of objects within a 
piece of work.

Sketching Is a light outline for an either further developed 
piece or painting.

Blending Is a technique where either lines are softened or 
there is a gentle mixing of 2 or more colours to 
create a gentle transition.

Pattern A repeated element of design, such as a certain 
shape, used repeatedly in a particular order.

Geometric
shapes

Geometric shapes include squares, circles, 
rectangles, triangles.



1. What is Darkwood Manor?

This Module of work will introduce you to a 

variety of different Performance Skills and 

Techniques that are the foundation to the 

Performing Skills used by professional actors 

today. You will be working alongside your peers 

and sharing practical work each lesson in order 

to build and improve existing and new skills.

Performance skills and Techniques - a 

range of physical and vocal abilities that help 

you to show a character, for example: 

movement, body language, posture, timing, 

control; facial expression; eye contact,; spatial 

awareness; interaction with other 

performers.

Year 7 Drama 
Module 1

2021-
2022 Performing arts: Darkwood Manor 

Would you enter Darkwood
Manor?  
A spooky and some would 
say haunted mansion……

You will be exploring the 
mystery behind Darkwood
Manor and finding out what 
really happened in the 
house many years ago……..

Key Vocabulary

Keyword Definition

Devising To create an original piece of practical 
Drama, using a stimulus to help you 
with ideas

Rehearsing To practice your work, alongside your 

peers in order for it to be as good as it 

can be. 

Performing To bring a character to life for an 

audience (using your Vocal skills, 

movement, facial expressions, body 

language) .

Vocal 
projection

Using your voice with the correct 
volume of your character, so that all 
audience members and performers can 
hear you

Facial 
expressions 

Using your face to show a defined 
emotion 

Body 
language 

Using your body to portray your 
characters emotion and status

Stimulus A starting point to generate ideas, for 
example; a picture, quote, text, piece 
of music. 

Assessment 

Devise- In small groups you will create your own 

performance based on the mystery of Darkwood

Manor 

Rehearse- In your groups you will independently 

practice your piece 

Perform- You will all present your devised piece in 

front of your peers 

Peer Evaluation: Choose 1 group (not your own) and 

evaluate their performance.

WWW – What was successful about the 

performance, What did you like……Please write in full 

sentences and ensure you go into detail.  EBI – If you 

could give the group some advice as to how to 

improve their performance – what would you 

suggest?

Spatial 
Awareness

Ensuring that you are facing the 
audience and can be seen at all times 
and not blocking other performers. 



 

What Makes a Good Song?       Exploring Popular Songs and Musical Arrangements    

A. Popular Song Structure  B. Key Words  C. Lead Sheet Notation and Arrangements  

SONG STRUCTURE – How a song is made up of or divided 
into different sections (see below) and the order in which 
these sections occur.  To work out the structure of a 
song, it’s helpful to analyse the LYRICS and listen to a 
recording for the song (for instrumental sections).  INTRO 
– often shortened to ‘intro’, the first section of a song 
which sets the mood of the song and is sometimes, but 
not always, an instrumental section using the song’s 
chord pattern.  
VERSES – songs normally have several verses.  Verses 
introduce the song’s theme and have the same melody 
but different lyrics for each verse which helps develop 
the song’s narrative and story.  Songs made up entirely of 
verses are called STROPHIC.  
LINK – a optional short section often used to join different 
parts of a song together, often instrumental, and 
sometimes joins verses together or appears at other 
points within a song.   
PRE-CHORUS – an optional section of music that occurs 

before the CHORUS which helps the music move forward 

and “prepare” for what is to come.  

CHORUS – occurs several times within a song and 
contains the most memorable HOOK/RIFF.  The chorus 
relays the message of the song and is repeated with the 
same melody and lyrics each time it is heard.  In popular 
songs, the chorus is often repeated several times towards 
the end of the song.    
MIDDLE 8/BRIDGE – a section (often 8 bars in length) 
that provides contrasting musical material often 
featuring an instrumental or vocal solo using new musical 
material allowing the performer to display their technical 
skill on their instrument or voice.    CODA/OUTRO – The 
final section of a popular song which brings it to an end 
(Coda is Italian for “tail”!)  

LYRICS – The words of a song, usually consisting of VERSES and a 

CHORUS.  

HOOK – A ‘musical hook’ is usually the ‘catchy bit’ of the song that 

you will remember.  It is often short and used and repeated in 

different places throughout the piece.  Hooks can be either 

MELODIC, RHYTHMIC or VERBAL/LYRICAL.    

RIFF – A repeated musical pattern often used in the introduction 

and instrumental breaks in a song or piece of music.  Riffs can be 

rhythmic, melodic or lyrical, short and repeated.    

MELODY – The main tune of the song often sung by the LEAD 

SINGER.  

COUNTER-MELODY – An ‘extra’ melody often performed ‘on top  

of’ the main melody that ‘fits’ with it a DESCANT or INSTRUMENTAL SOLO. 

TEXTURE – The layers that make up a song e.g., Melody, Counter- 

Melody, Hooks/Riffs, Chords, Accompaniment, Bass Line.   

A LEAD SHEET is a form of 

musical NOTATION that 

contains only the essential 

elements of a popular song 

such as the MELODY, 

LYRICS, RIFFS, CHORDS 

(often as guitar chord 

symbols) and BASS LINE; it is 

not as developed as a FULL 

SCORE ARRANGEMENT and  

is open to interpretation by 

performers who need to use and adapt the given elements to create their own 

musical ARRANGEMENT: their “version” of an existing song.    

COVER (VERSION) – A new performance, remake or recording by someone other 
than the original artist or composer of the song.    

D. Conjunct and Disjunct Melodic Motion  

CONJUNCT MELODIC MOTION – Melodies which move mainly 
by step or use notes which are next to or close to one another. 
DISJUNCT MELODIC MOTION – Melodies which move mainly 
by leap or use notes which are not next to or close to one 
another.   
MELODIC RANGE – The distance between the lowest and 
highest pitched notes in a melody.  

E. Song Timbre and Sonority (Instruments that are used to Accompany Songs)  

  
Pop Bands often feature a DRUM KIT and PERCUSSION to provide the rhythm along with ELECTRIC GUITARS (LEAD 
GUITAR, RHYTHM GUITAR and BASS GUITAR) and KEYBOARDS.  Sometimes ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENTS are used such as 

the PIANO or ACOUSTIC GUITAR.  ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS are often found 
in pop songs such as the STRINGS, SAXOPHONE, TROMBONE and TRUMPET.  
Singers are essential to a pop song - LEAD SINGER – Often the “frontline” 
member of the band (most famous) who sings most of the melody line to the 
song. BACKING SINGERS support the lead singer providing HARMONY or a 
COUNTER-MELODY (a melody that is often higher in pitch and different, but still 

‘fits with’ the main melody) and do not sing all the time but just at certain points within a pop song e.g. in the chorus.   

Music, Y7Music2021-
2022



Computing, Y7: 
Module 1

2021-
2022 Skills 4 Life

4. Key Vocabulary

Document

A piece of written, printed, or 

electronic matter that 

provides information or 

evidence or that serves as an 

official record.

File

A collection of data, 

programs, etc. Stored in a 

computer's memory or on a 

storage device under a single 

identifying name.

Folder
A directory containing related 

files or documents.

Computer

An electronic device for 

storing and processing data, 

typically in binary form, 

according to instructions 

given to it in a variable 

program.

Network
A number of interconnected 

computers, machines, or 

operations.

Office Products

Word
We use word to create documents such as reports and letters.

Try using word outside of the lesson to write a report on everything 
we covered in the first module.

Excel
We use excel to create charts, store data and make calculations with 

data. Try using excel outside of the lesson to do some basic 
calculations, possibly to help you with your maths homework.

PowerPoint
We use PowerPoint to create presentations, presentations can be used 
in lessons, meetings and product launches. Try creating a PowerPoint 

outside of the lesson that uses animations and transitions.

Publisher 
We use Publisher to create posters, leaflets and booklets. Try creating 
a leaflet in Publisher outside of lesson to advertise for a local charity.

Computer Systems

RAM Central Processing Unit Power Supply
Hard Disk Drive   Graphics Processing Unit   Sound Card

Solid State Drive ROM
Research these components to find out the role they play in making 

your computer or device work



PE, Y7: MOD1
2021-
2022 Gymnastics

2. Equipment

Marriotts sports top

Marriotts PE shorts 

NO SOCKS

Gymnastics blocks

Gymnastics beams

Gymnastics vaults

Spring boards

Landing mats

3. Rules

Rules for all types of gymnastics events

Artistic Gymnastics is divided in Men’s and 
Women’s gymnastics.

- Male competitors can compete in 6 events:
Parallel bars, pommel horse, vault, floor, high 
bar and steel rings. 

- Female competitors can compete in 4 events: 
Vault, floor, uneven bars and beam. 

- Competitors will receive two separate scores, 
an execution score and a difficulty score. These 
will be out of 10.00. 

- A fall on, on or off the event, is a 1.00 
deduction. 

- Gymnasts must present to the judges before 
they perform. A male gymnast will step forward 
and raise one arm straight, to the right side of 
their head. A female gymnast will step forward 
and raise both arms straight beside their head. 

4. Key Skills

Shapes – there are three common shapes to perform, 
straddle, pike and tuck 

Forward/backward Roll – allows gymnast to link skills 
together to get into and out of skills. Chin must remain 
tucked on the chest to execute both skills and they are 
performed in a tucked position with knees brought into 
chest. 

Cartwheel – is a dynamic balance because a gymnast 
balances on her hands whilst in motion 

Handstand – is a static balance meaning that the 
gymnastic is still when performing this skill. Elbows must 
be locked out, hands shoulder width apart and toes 
pointed

Headstand – is another static balance. You need a 
triangle base of support made up of your hands and 
forehead. First push up onto your feet, walk your feet 
into your chest then use your core muscles to raise your 
legs above you. 

Vaulting – there are two key vaults to learn in lessons. 
Squat through vault and a straddle vault.

5. Key Vocabulary – Components of fitness

Flexibility Having an adequate range of motion in all joints of the body 

Power The ability to use strength at speed

Strength The maximum force that can be generated by a muscle or group of muscles 

Speed There are three different types of speed – accelerative speed, pure speed and speed 
endurance

Balance The ability of a performer to maintain their mass over a base of support

1. Warm Up

Key aspects of a warm up:

• Pulse raiser to get your 
heart rate elevated and 
your muscles warm,  –
jogging, high knees, star 
jumps

• Dynamic Stretching –
these are stretches 
whilst you are on the 
move – walking lunges, 
squats, heel flicks

• Static stretching – these 
are stretches to do when 
you’re standing still



PE, Y7: MOD1
2021-
2022 Trampolining

2. Equipment

Marriotts sports top

Marriotts PE shorts 

SOCKS

Trampoline

Spotters

Landing mats

3. Rules

RULES IN LESSONS

- One student on the trampoline at once 
- No one can go underneath the 

trampoline
- No jewellery and hair tied up
- SOCKS must be worn
- Minimum of 1 spotter each side
- Do not attempt a skill that your PE 

teacher hasn’t taught you
- Students can only be supported by a PE 

teacher

RULES IN COMPETITION

• A final trampoline mark is based on a 
difficulty and execution score.

• A difficulty score begins at 0.0 and goes 
up continuously with every difficult skill 
performed.

• An execution score is different and begins 
at a score of 10.0, and is then deducted 
by judges for errors in performance.

• Performers must try to remain within the 
box in the center of the trampoline

4. Key Skills

Shapes – there are three common shapes to perform, 
straddle, pike and tuck 

Seat landing – this skill requires the performer to land on 
their bottom with their legs straight and together with toes 
pointed. You can make this harder by adding a ½ twist into 
or out of the skill

Swivel hips – this is a twisting skill. It is made up of a seat 
landing, ½ twist, seat landing. It is important that 
performers keep their legs together and straight 
throughout the whole skill. 

Front landing – this skill requires performers to land on 
their stomach/hips. It is important not to look down, arms 
should be out in front of you with your knees bent. Having 
height during this skill makes it easier to master

Back landing – this skill needs performers to land on their 
shoulder blades. The legs need to be straight and pointed 
to the ceiling and their arms out stretched above their 
heads.

Somersaults – this is a rotational skill and should only be 
supported by a PE teacher once you have mastered all 
basic skills

5. Key Vocabulary – Components of fitness

Flexibility Having an adequate range of motion in all joints of the body 

Power The ability to use strength at speed

Co-ordination The ability to use two or more parts of the body together to move smoothly or 
accurately

Reaction time The time taken to respond to a stimulus 

Balance The ability of a performer to maintain their mass over a base of support

1. Warm Up

Key aspects of a warm up:

• Pulse raiser to get your 
heart rate elevated and 
your muscles warm,  –
10 straight bounces

• Dynamic Stretching –
these are stretches 
whilst you are on the 
move – tuck, straddle, 
pike

• Static stretching – these 
are stretches to do when 
you’re standing still 
before getting onto the 
trampoline



1. Warm Up

Key aspects of a warm up:

• Pulse raiser to get your 
heart rate elevated and 
your muscles warm,  –
jogging, high knees, star 
jumps

• Dynamic Stretching –
these are stretches 
whilst you are on the 
move – walking lunges, 
squats, heel flicks

• Static stretching – these 
are stretches to do when 
you’re standing still

PE, Y7: MOD1
2021-
2022 Netball

2. Equipment

Trainers

Full Marriotts PE Kit 

Netball Ball

Netball Post

Netball Bibs

Cones 

Whistle

3. Rules

Obstruction – when your opponent has the ball 
in their hands you must be one meter away 
when defending otherwise this is known as 
obstruction and the ball will go to the other 
team for a penalty pass.

Contact – this is when another player makes 
contact with another player. The ball will go to 
the other team for a penalty pass.

Held ball – when a player holds the ball for 
longer than 3 seconds without releasing it. The 
ball will go to the other team for a free pass.

Replayed ball / repossession – when you either 
bounce the ball or throw the ball to yourself 
without it not going to another person

Footwork – when you are holding the ball but 
pick up your landing foot and place it back 
down again. EG Walking with the ball / running 
with the ball. The ball will go to the other team 
for a free pass

4. Key Skills

Passing – there are 3 different key passes: Chest pass / 
Bounce pass / Shoulder pass 

Shooting – this skill is key to allow teams to gain an 
advantage over the other team. Only the GS and GA can 
shoot

Attacking – this skill allows you to gain a competitive 
advantage over the other team through changing 
direction and creating space to maintain possession of 
the ball

Defending – this skill allows you to put pressure on the 
other team and stop them from gaining a competitive 
advantage. There are 3 different stages of defending.

Stage 1 – defending the player (known as tracking your 
player)

Stage 2 – defending the ball, when your opposing player 
has the ball you must stand 1m away to mark them 

Stage 3 – marking the space, timing is important

5. Positions
6. Key Vocabulary – Components of Fitness

Agility The ability to change direction at speed whilst maintaining balance

Power The ability to use strength at speed

Reaction Time Time taken for a person to respond to a stimulus 

Aerobic 
Endurance

The ability of the cardiorespiratory system to work efficiently supplying nutrients 
and oxygen to the working muscles during sustained physical activity 

Speed There are three different types of speed – accelerative speed, pure speed and 
speed endurance



PE, Y7 MOD1
2021-
2022 Rugby

2. Equipment

Rugby boots / Trainers

Full Marriotts PE Kit 

Under layers to keep 
warm and clean

Towel

Mouth guard

Cones 

Rugby balls

Tackle Pads

Bibs

3. Rules

Players – There can only be a 
maximum of 15 players from 
one team on the field at once

Scoring:
Try / penalty try – 5 points 
Conversion – 2 points
Penalty goal – 3 points 
Drop goal – 3 points

Passing - ball must always be 
thrown backwards/sideways 
and received behind the passing 
player. You cannot throw the 
ball forwards 

Tackling – players are only 
allowed to tackle the person 
holding the ball

4. Key Skills

Passing - Accuracy is extremely important. Make sure you pass the ball 
at a height which is easy to catch (between the waist and chest).
Throwing the ball slightly in front of a player can also give them 
something to run onto, allowing a better chance to breach defenders.

Catching - There are many different skills in catching a rugby ball, 
whether it be in general play or under the high ball. Catching the ball is 
all about good hand and eye coordination.

• Make sure you focus and secure the ball with your fingertips, closing 
both hands upon arrival of the ball.

• Keep palms and fingers spread, giving every opportunity to gather 
the ball cleanly. Secure the ball for better control so opponents 
cannot steal in the tackle.

Tackling - Using the right technique is essential.
• Keep eyes firmly focused on the player you are tackling.
• Aim to tackle in the stomach area with your shoulder and arms, 

driving your legs so your opponents move backwards.
• Attempt to tackle lower rather than higher. If you tackle too high, 

you run the risk of conceding a penalty or a possible yellow or red 
card.

• Try to keep correct body position and shoulders and back straight
5. Positions

6. Key Vocabulary – Components of fitness

Agility The ability to change direction at speed whilst maintaining balance

Power The ability to use strength at speed

Muscular Endurance The ability of the muscular system to work efficiently, where a muscle can continue 
contracting continuously against a light to moderate fixed resistance load

Aerobic Endurance The ability of the cardiorespiratory system to work efficiently supplying nutrients and 
oxygen to the working muscles during sustained physical activity 

Speed There are three different types of speed – accelerative speed, pure speed and speed 
endurance

1. Warm Up

Key aspects of a warm up:

• Pulse raiser to get your 
heart rate elevated and 
your muscles warm,  –
jogging, high knees, star 
jumps

• Dynamic Stretching –
these are stretches 
whilst you are on the 
move – walking lunges, 
squats, heel flicks

• Static stretching – these 
are stretches to do when 
you’re standing still



PE, Y7: MOD1
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2022 Football

3. Rules

Players – Each team consists of 11 
players

Scoring – To score the ball must go 
into your opponents goal, the 
whole ball needs to be across the 
line. 

Fouls – when fouls are committed 
a player could be given either a 
yellow card (warning) or a red card 
(dismissal) depending of the 
severity of the foul. Two yellow 
cards = a red card.

Offside - Offside can be called 
when an attacking player is in front 
of the last defender when the pass 
is played through to them. To be 
onside they must be placed behind 
the last defender when the ball is 
played to them. 

4. Key Skills

Passing - This is the action of giving the ball to a team-mate. It is an 
essential part of team play. As the core of the game, passing allows a 
team to:

• keep possession of the ball;
• set up attacks;
• change the direction of play;
• counter-attack;
• provide a decisive or final pass.

Crosses are a type of short or long pass, usually leading to a shot. 
They serve as the last pass.

Shooting - Shooting requires technical qualities (striking the ball well, 
accuracy), physical qualities (power, coordination, balance) and 
mental qualities (determination, audacity, self-confidence).

Dribbling - Dribbling the ball in football is essential. It allows the 
player to keep possession of the ball while moving either toward the 
opponent’s end of the field or to create space to either shoot or 
make a pass.

Receiving and controlling – It is important to be able to receive a 
pass and control it to then either dribble with the ball or pass it

5. Positions

6. Key Vocabulary – Components of fitness

Agility The ability to change direction at speed whilst maintaining balance

Co-ordination The ability to use two or more parts of the body together to move smoothly or accurately

Muscular 
Endurance

The ability of the muscular system to work efficiently, where a muscle can continue 
contracting continuously against a light to moderate fixed resistance load

Aerobic 
Endurance

The ability of the cardiorespiratory system to work efficiently supplying nutrients and 
oxygen to the working muscles during sustained physical activity 

Speed There are three different types of speed – accelerative speed, pure speed and speed 
endurance

1. Warm Up

Key aspects of a warm up:

• Pulse raiser to get your 
heart rate elevated and 
your muscles warm,  –
jogging, high knees, star 
jumps

• Dynamic Stretching –
these are stretches 
whilst you are on the 
move – walking lunges, 
squats, heel flicks

• Static stretching – these 
are stretches to do when 
you’re standing still

2. Equipment

Football boots with 
molded studs / 
Trainers / astro-turf 
trainers

Full Marriotts PE Kit 

Under layers to keep 
warm 

Shin pads

Cones 

Footballs

Football goals

Bibs


